Texture investigation of tomatoes and potatoes*
J I R I CÉLBA
Research In s titu te o f Food E n g in e e rin g , Prague, CSSR

The study of the physical characteristics of foods in our institute is of long
standing. In the first place we studied their thermal characteristics and now we
devote our attention to rheology and texture of foodstuffs. So we have begun w ith
the study of mechanical characteristics and of their correlation to features h it
herto assessed in a subjective manner.
Thus, if we apply the classical theory of elasticity of solid bodies to the
determination of the mechanical characteristics of texture in the case of food
products, we are well aware that it is possible only under certain conditions which
are not always all met. The question is of the homogenity of the material and
especially of its isotropy. Nevertheless in some cases, e.g. the pulp of certain
fruits and vegetables or even of the erűmbe of some types of bakery products,
it is possible to express these features w ith the help of the modulus of elasticity
and to follow the course of stress under pressure, bend and shear, and eventually
of their combination as in the classical discipline.
On the other hand in the study of whole fruits or products representing
systems consisting of one or more rinds, layers or crusts supported by the inner
pulp or medulla, it is not possible to characterise the elasticity of the system
directly by this modulus, but one can estimate its firmness by the destruction
of the whole system or of its part only; but in either case in physical units which
may be applied to a mathematical model just as in quality estimation of foods.
Whereby it is possible to implement conditional units of usage in practical appli
cations especially in comparative measurements. In this way one can replace
the higherto most common but questionable features and figures determined ana
lytica lly.
Figure 1. a, b, c, d, e, f summarizes the various forces and strains we subject
our samples of foods and agricultural produce to, including calculated relations
to the modulus of elasticity E and/or the depth of entry of testing bodies
(deformation A 1). In some cases, for reasons states before, we studied only the
force or lim it stress at the moment of damage of the material tested.
In view of the fact that foodstuffs are complex rheological systems in
which elastic, plastic and viscous characteristics come into play, it is also neces
sary to consider the influence of the rate of deformation. Therefore a tfirs t the
samples were investigated under various rates of deformation.

* A I I I . N e m z e tk ö z i É le lm is z e ra n a litik a i M ó d sze rta n i S zim pó ziu m o n e lh a n g z o tt e lő 
adás (1975. o k t. 8 - 11.).
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M e th o ds and ca lc u la tio n s used in th e e x p e rim e n ta l w o rk .
A x ia l com pression, c y lin d ric a l specimen.
A x ia l com pression, fla t specim en, c y lin d ric a l in te n d e r.
A x ia l com pression, rounded specim en, c y lin d ric a l in te n d e r.
A x ia l com pression, s p h e rica l in te n d e r.
A x ia l com pression, p a ra lle l plates.
B e n din g, beam su p p o rte d a t ends.

Symbols
d ..............
E ..............
1 ..............
A, ............
M0 ............
P ..............
R ..............
W0 ..........
e ..............
<5 ..............
/ t ..............
er0 ............
v,- ............
A 0 ............

diameter of cylindrical or spherical indenter or specimen.
modulus of elasticity.
length or height.
deformation
bending moment
force
radius of convex body
resistance moment
strain
compression stress
Poisson’s ratio
bending stress
deformation speed
specific work (work at failure per specimen’s volume)
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Fig. 3
T e x tu ro m e te r designed b y Szczesniak.

Materials and methods
In our experimental work the rheological properties (firmness) of 25 tom ato
varieties (see Figure 2.) and textural characteristics of potatoes were measured
w ith different instruments.
For our experimental studies we have chosen three instruments, each con
structed on a different principle, namely the Japanese Zenken texturometer
under licence of the Americal General Foods Company, the British universal
testing machine ,,Instron” , and our own apparatus ,,M ultitest I ” . The texturo
meter in Figure 3 (designed by Szczesniak) imitates the function of the human
mouth during mastication at meals. A sample is placed on the lower jaw and the
upper archwise mobile jaw exerts on it mechanical straining forces. In the lower
jaw is a tensiometric recorder which registers the reaction of the food as a force
time dependent value, which may be approximately interpretted as the relation
of force and deformation. The speed of upper jaw is 12 or 24 bites per minute.
The practical applicability of the apparatus is a force of up to 200 N.
In the apparatus devised in our institute force is exerted by the uniform
motion of a weight on a lever. A functionning model of this device called “ M u lti
test I ” (see Figure 4) has a spring drive of the weight w ith a set speed, the range
of force exerted is of up to 40 N and indicates the force needed for the destruction
of the material tested.
“ Instron” , the instrumentation of which is well known, is depicted in F i
gure 5.
Results and discussion
One of our first studies was devoted to the measuring of the firmness of
tomatoes in order to select varieties for mechanical harvesting. A t the same
time the firmness of several varieties was studied in the course of their ripening.
Extensiv measurements were performed w ith the M ultitest device where a
sphere 2 mm in diameter was pressed into the fru it. In Figure 2 the firmness of

Fig. 5
“ In s tr o n ” a pparatus
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Fig. 6
The firm n e ss o f to m a to e s th ro u g h o u t th e process o f rip e n in g .

25 varieties of tomatoes is
compared from the stand
point of mechanized harves
ting. The force needed to
penetrate the sphere into
the tomato is depicted along
w ith lim it values of variance.
As only comparative measu
rements are dealt w ith, the
values of force (which is a
measure of the firmness of
the fru it) are expressed in
segments of the scale on the
apparatus.
The firmness of toma
toes throughout the process
of ripening is illustrated in
Figure 6.

Fig. 7
The course o f a pressure te s tin g o f a ra w p o ta to c y lin d e r.
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Altogether five varieties were tested in stages from completely green to
typically overripened fru it. The force given in N is expressed in relation to each
date of harvest.
The results indicate that values of measurements obtained in this manner
may be utilized for the evaluation of the firmness of individual varieties as well
as for the assessment of ripeness and may also serve as a basis for designing
gathering machines and equipment for mechanized harvests.
Another agricultural product measured were potatoes. The measurements
were conducted on the texturometer and on the Instron apparatus. The samples
were prepared in the form of small cylinders cut from slices of raw potatoes and
these were subjected to pressure tests between two fla t plates. Also a cylindrical
indenters of varying diameters were pressed into potato slices. The samples
were first subjected to pressure tests on the Instron apparatus. Figure 7 illustrate
the course of a pressure testing of a raw potato cylinder. From the beginning
the force grows in an approximately linear fashion along w ith deformation up to a
lim it point whece the cohesive firmness of the material is overcome and the
sample breaks down.
The rupture of the material is abrupt (it being fragile to a certain degree)
and therefore the curve declines steeply and it is not necessary to follow its
further course because only broken down pieces of uncertain sizes and shapes
continue to he compressed then. From the graf it also follows how the modulus
of elasticity was calculated; the stress at the moment of rupture and its corres
ponding strain were taken as a basis for it. I t represents a modified mean modulus
which evidently is equal to the average value of the moduluses of elasticity cal
culated along the whole curve from О to Pdss. Simultaneously the area under
the curve was followed, and this represents work exerted for the transformation
of the material. The gross work was correlated to the volume of the sample in
order to exclude the influence of its size.
In order to be able to state that the value thus calculated really a represen
tative physical quantity which entirely characterizes the material studied and
therefore is independent of the size and shape of the sample and of the rate of
Table 7.
R heological ch a ra cte ristics o f potatoes
V ,-[ c m - m in - 1] ...................

0.1

1.0

10.0

E [M PaJ

..............................

3.38

3.84

3.67

A 0 [N -cm -cm ~3] ...............

19.43

21.40

21.10 •

19.22

12.0

14.6

19.5

20.0
3.94

i ( m m ) ...................................

9.7

E ( M P a ) ............. ...................

3.82

3.67

3.84

3.67

22.20

21.45

21.40

21.16

12.4

14.6

19.5

A 0 [N -cm -cm - 3J

.............

d ( m m ) ...................................
E ( M P a ) .................................

3.80

3.84

3.62

Ao [N -cm -cm ~3] ...............

21.53

21.40

21.35

d = 1 = 14.6 m m

d = 14.6 m m

V

V ; = 1 cm ■m in -1

-

-

d = 1
v (- = 1 cm -m in ~l
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R eological c h a ra c te ris tic s o f p o ta to es.

deformation (always under static or quasistatic conditions, of course) repeated
measurements were carried out:
-

of cylinders of the same diameter but varying hight,
of square cylinders (i.e. hight equal to diameter) of varying sizes,
under various rates of deformation.

The modulus of elasticity calculated from these measurements and the spe
cific work are evident from the Table 1.
The mean value of the modulus of elasticity and specific transforming
work were E = 3,7 MPa and A0 = 21,1 N -cm /cm3 for this potato variety in the
raw state. The lim it values of varience of all values taken into account were about
+ 6 and - 9 % for E, and for A n +5,5 and - 9 % of the mean value. The rate of
deformation varied w ithin two logarithms, the hight of the samples two times
and the cross-section area 2,5 times. The differences of the values are not great
and evidently are caused on the one hand partly by inaccuracies during the mea
surements of the values of forces and deformations and partly by that the d i
mensions of the samples are not always precise and on the other hand by the
intrinsic characteristics of the material tested (one must always take into account
that in foodstuffs the reproducibility of results w ith individuals samples is much
worse than w ith classical materials such as metals and the like).
In an analogous fashion pressure tests were performed on potato slices by
pressing a cylindrical die into the samples. In this case the material is strained
not only by pressure but by a combination of pressure and shear. I t was again
established that the maximal force at the moment of breakdown of the sample
(which is a measure of the firmness of the material) does not depend on the rate
of static deformation.
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On the basis of these verified methods we performed comparative measure
ments of potatoes on the Instron apparatus and on the General Foods texturometer instrument. For tests on the texturometer (it is evident from Figure 8
that the die begins to penetrate into the sample not prependicularly but under
a certain angle), an accessory adapting device was constructed to ensure a s tric tly
vertical motion of the die and both types of measurements were performed.
The adapting device also enabled the testing of cylindrical samples which ope
ration was not possible w ith this apparatus before. Although the texturometer
registers only the relation of force and time, the corresponding deformation was
calculated in measurements w ith the cylindrical samples for the computation
of modulus of elasticity and for comparison w ith “ Instron” measurements.
The Table 2 summarizes the values obtained on both apparatuses. The
results indicate that the measurements on the texturometer are equivalent
to measurements on the Instron device. The lower values on the texturometer are
caused on the changing contact angle of the die w ith the sample during testing
(this defect was removed by the use of the accessory adapting device) and on the
other hand by the bending aside of the assymetrical carrier of the lower jow w ith
the tensiometric recorder. It is not negligible especially under greated strain and
it is necessary to count w ith it. For instance, under the force of 200 N the bending
makes for about three millimeters.
Table 2.
C om parison o f results measured by in stro n apparatus and te x tu ro m e te r
T Y P E OF T E S T

Measured p ro p e rty

D ia m e te r d (m m )

F la t plates, p o ta to cylindere

Force P(N )

C y lin d ric a l indenters, p o ta to slices

Elastic
m odulus
E (M Pa)

Force P (N )

12.4

14.6

mean value

6.0

8.0

10.0

13.0

20.0

.................

167.75

217.91

3.711

43.50

68.60

100.37

169.07

265.00

T — О — M w ith
a d a p t....................

152.74

213.46

3.677

38.93

58.74

98.44

160.24

_

-

-

38.62

67.36

91.83

150.92

-

In s tro n

T - O - M

.............

-

From obtained experience is clear, that measurements of textural properties
of foods, being carried out up to now almost organoleptically is possible to rep
lace by means of objective methods, giving reliable results. I t is also appropriate
to apply classical scientific disciplines — the theory of elasticity and rheology —
in the food industry, i.e. for the objective mesaurements of mechanical charac
teristics of foodstuffs be it for purposes of design, technology or control.
PARADICSOM ÉS BURGONYA R EO LÓ G IA I SAJÁTSÁG AINAK
VIZSG ÁLATA
J. Célba
Az élelmiszerek Teológiai tulajdonságainak objektív mérésére jól felhasznál
ható az „IN S T R O N ” készülék a Szczesniak-féle „T E X T U R O M É T E R ” , vala
m in t a csehszlovák „M U L T IT E S T I . ” műszer.
A vizsgált 25 féle paradicsomfajta szilárdságában jelentős eltérések tapasz
talhatók. A mért adatok elősegíthetik a minden szempontból legjobb paradi47

csomfajták kiválasztását. A burgonyák mechanikai tulajdonságai jól jellemezhe
tők a texturométer segítségével. Megfelelő kísérleti feltételek mellett a rugal
massági moduluszok nagypontosságú számítása is lehetővé válik.
ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ РЕО ЛО ГИ Ч ЕС КИ Х СВОЙСТВ ПОМИДОР
И КА Р ТО Ф Е Л Я
Й. Целба
Для объективною измерения реологических свойств пищевых про
дуктов хорошо применимы приборы «ИНСТРОН», «ТЕКСТУРОМЕТР»
Шчеснияка и чехословацкий прибор «МУЛТИТЕСТ».
Значительные расхождения наблюдали в прочностьях испытанных 25
видов помидор. Данные измерения способствуют осуществлению отбора
самых л у ч ш и х сортов помидор. Механические свойства картофеля могут
быть хорошо определены с помошью текстурометра. При соответствующих
условиях опытов возможно осуществить и точные расчеты моделей упругости.
UNTERSUCHUNG DER RHEOLOGISCHEN EIGENSCHAFTEN
VON TO M ATEN UND K A R T O F F E L N
J. Célba
Das Instrument „In s tro n “ , das „T exturom eter“ nach Szczesnick und das
tschechoslowakische Instrum ent ,,M ultitest I “ sind zur objektiven Messung der
Theologischen Eigenschaften von Lebensmittel geeignet. In der Festigkeit der
untersuchten 25 Varietäten von Tomaten wurden bedeutende Abweichungen
beobachtet. Die gemessenen Angaben können die Auswahl der von allen Ge
sichtspunkten besten Tomatenvarietäten wesentlich fördern. Die mechanischen
Eigenschaften von K artoffeln können mittels des Texturometers gut gekenn
zeichnet werden. Bei geeigneten Versuchsumständen ist auch eine höchst genaue
Berechnung der Werte des Elastizitätsmoduls durchführbar.
IN V E S T IG A TIO N OF T H E RHEOLO GICAL PRO PERTIES OF TOMATOES
AND POTATOES
J. Célba
The instrument “ Instron” , the “ Texturom eter” according to Szczesnick
and the Czechoslovakian instrument “ M ultitest I ” proved to be suitable for the
objective measurement of the rheological properties of foods. Significant deviati
ons were observed in the strength of the examined 25 varieties of tomato. The
measured data may facilitate the selection of tomato varieties which are the
best from all aspects. The mechanical properties of potatoes can be characterized
well by means of the Texturometer. Under adequate experimental conditions
also a high-precision calculation of the moduli of elasticity can be carried out.
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